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Sketch-Based Image Matching Using
Angular Partitioning
Abdolah Chalechale, Student Member, IEEE, Golshah Naghdy, and Alfred Mertins, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a novel method for image similarity measure, where a hand-drawn rough black and white
sketch is compared with an existing data base of full color images (art works and photographs). The proposed system creates
ambient intelligence in terms of the evaluation of nonprecise,
easy to input sketched information. The system can then provide
the user with options of either retrieving similar images in the
database or ranking the quality of the sketch against a given
standard, i.e., the original image model. Alternatively, the inherent pattern-matching capability of the system can be utilized
to allow detection of distortion in any given real time-image
sequences in vision-driven ambient intelligence applications.
The proposed method can cope with images containing several
complex objects in an inhomogeneous background. Two abstract
images are obtained using strong edges of the model image and
the morphologically thinned outline of the sketched image. The
angular-spatial distribution of pixels in the abstract images is
then employed to extract new compact and effective features
using the Fourier transform. The extracted features are rotation
and scale invariant and robust against translation. Experimental
results from seven different approaches confirm the efficacy of the
proposed method in both the retrieval performance and the time
required for feature extraction and search.
Index Terms—Angular partitioning, Fourier transform, image
matching, invariant properties, nonprecise interface, sketched
images.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE RAPID expansion and ease of acquisition of images
in digital form have resulted in the availability of extensive image databases. Swift utilization and manipulation of
these databases depends greatly on the intuitive user interfaces
facilitating search, matching, and retrieval. Traditional textual
methods have been shown to be inefficient and insufficient
for searching in visual data. Consequently, image and video
content-based indexing and retrieval methods have been the
central themes of many new research projects in recent years
[1], [2].
Existing content-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems include QBIC [3], PicSOM [4], MetaSEEk [5], VisualSEEk [6],
and Blobworld [7]. The MPEG-7 standard defines descriptors
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derived from three main image content features: color, texture,
and shape [8], [9]. VisualSEEk and the algorithm proposed by
Di Sciascio et al. [10] consider the spatial object layout as a
significant content feature complementing color and texture
attributes.
User interaction is one of the most important aspects of any
multimedia system. A simple intuitive user interface makes the
system more attractive and applicable. In sketch-based image retrieval (SBIR), where the query example is a rough and simple
black and white hand-drawn draft, color and texture lose their
original ability to serve as content keys. Visual shape descriptors
are useful in SBIR when the model and the query image contain
only one object in a plain background [11]. In multiple-object
scenes, object layout is a powerful tool, however, object extraction and segmentation costs and rotation variance are the major
drawbacks.
Edge pixel neighborhood information (EPNI) is utilizing a
neighborhood structure of the edge pixels to make an extended
feature vector [12]. The vector is used efficiently for measuring
the similarity between sketched queries and arbitrary model images. The semantic power of the method is examined in [13].
Although the method is scale and translation invariant, it does
not exhibit the rotation-invariance property. Matusiak et al. [14]
and Horace et al. [11] have reported using rough and simple
hand-drawn shape as input query for SBIR. The approach in
[14] is based on curvature scale space, which is computationally
expensive and has been shown to be less efficient than Fourier
descriptors and Zernike moments techniques [15]. In [11], several dominant points are extracted for each contour using information derived from the convex hull and the contour curvature.
Query-by-sketch is adequately investigated in [10] using the
spatial relationships between shapes in an image. The approach
introduces a way to represent shapes, their spatial arrangement,
and color and texture attributes in the user sketch. Furthermore,
in this approach, segmentation of the database image is required
and the sketched queries include color and texture attributes.
Intuitive user interfaces, such as sketch-based ones, liberate
the user from concerns about precision, orientation, scale,
texture and color. In this paper the focus, therefore, is on the
problem of finding image features, invariant to rotation and
scale changes, which can be used efficiently in sketch-based
retrieval, where images have several objects in an inhomogeneous background. Since object extraction and segmentation
are not needed in this approach, therefore, the images (model
and query) may consist of several complex objects. The input
query has no color and texture attributes. We also eliminate any
constraint regarding the shape of the objects and the existence
of any background.

1083-4427/$20.00 © 2005 IEEE
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In this paper, we present a novel approach of feature extraction for matching purposes based on angular partitioning of two
abstract images. Abstract images are obtained from the model
image and from the query image by two different procedures.
The angular-spatial distribution of pixels in the abstract image
is then employed as the key concept for feature extraction using
the Fourier transform. The extracted features are scale and rotation invariant and robust against translation.
The proposed system finds applications in sketch-based
image retrieval, nonprecise human–machine interfaces, and
can be adapted for artistic drawing-skill training. It creates
ambient intelligence in terms of the evaluation of nonprecise,
easy to input sketched information. The system can provide
the user with options of either retrieving similar images in the
database or ranking the quality of the sketch against a given
standard, e.g., the original model image. The major contribution of the paper is in segmentation-free SBIR, with scale
and rotation invariance properties. The proposed algorithm
and six other well-known approaches within the literature
are implemented and examined using an art and photograph
image database (ART-PHOTO BANK). The aim is to show
the degree of rotation and scale invariance separately. Experimental results confirm the superiority of the proposed method
using the MPEG-7 standard retrieval performance assessment
measure, known as average normalized modified retrieval rank
(ANMRR), and computational speed measures.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section II, we explain related work, which can be used or adapted for SBIR. The
details of the proposed approach are discussed in Section III.
Section IV exhibits evaluation criteria and detailed experimental
results. It also provides a comparison of the proposed method
with six other approaches within the literature based on the
retrieval performance, feature extraction, and searching times
(SETs). Section V concludes the paper and poses some new
directions.

II. RELATED WORK
While the general problem of CBIR has received a lot of attention, not a great deal of works address SBIR, which plays an
important role in intelligent systems developed for nonprecise
human machine interface. In the following, we briefly describe
some approaches which can be used directly or can be adapted
for SBIR.
The work of Hirata and Kato, query by visual example
(QVE) [16], is one of the earliest approaches that addresses
SBIR. The IBM Corporation adapts a modified version of the
approach in its QBIC system [3]. It defines a pictorial index
for each image, including query and database images. The
QVE method performs retrieval by computing the correlation
between the corresponding indexes. In this approach, the query
and the database images are resized to 64 64 pixels and
then a proposed gradient operator extracts their edges. The
resulting edge maps are called pictorial indexes and are used for
image-to-image matching. After dividing each pictorial index
image into 64 blocks of equal size, the correlation between
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corresponding blocks in the query index and the database
index is calculated by the following bit-wise summation with
shifting blocks of by and over blocks of

(1)
, and are control parameters used to esThe coefficients
timate matching and mismatching patterns and take up values
, respectively. The maximum value of
for all
10, 1, and
and for each block is called the local correlation factor
for

and

(2)

that is the sum of all
Finally, a global correlation factor
’s is calculated and used as the similarity measure.
64
Although the method has a good ability to find similar images
in small data sets, it does not allow efficient indexing [16]. Furthermore, because of the expensive computational cost it is time
consuming to use the method in a large image database. While
the method can tolerate minor local rotations, it is not rotation
invariant and does not allow for large global rotations.
The histogram of edge directions (HED), representing image
information, is one of the well-known methods in the image
retrieval literature [17]–[19]. Abdel-Mottaleb [20] utilizes this
method by applying the Canny edge operator [21] to find strong
edges in an image and then quantizes them into four directions
(horizontal, vertical, and the two diagonals) to build histograms
of edge directions for different image regions. The histograms
are then used as hash values in a hash table indexing scheme.
Jain and Vailaya [22] use edge directions as an image attribute
for shape description. They show that in the absence of color information or in images with homogenous colors this histogram
is a significant tool in searching for similar images. They also
exploit the histogram in conjunction with invariant moments in
a case study of trademark registration process [23]. The edge information contained in the database images is extracted off-line
using the Canny edge operator. The corresponding edge directions are, subsequently, quantized into 72 bins of 5 each. To reduce the effect of rotation, they smooth the histogram as follows:
(3)
where
is the smoothed histogram, is the original normalized histogram, and the parameter determines the degree of
smoothing.
Moment invariants are widely used in pattern recognition and
image analysis [23], [24], [25]. Geometric moments are defined
as
(4)
where
, and
is the density distribution function of the image. Seven invariant moment funcare defined based on normalized central geotions
are
metric moments [26]. The first six functions
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invariant under rotation, and the last one
is both skew and
rotation invariant.
Zernike moments, on the other hand, are less sensitive
to noise than geometric moments and are more powerful in
discriminating objects with -fold symmetries [27]. They are
exploited for building a region-based shape descriptor in the
MPEG-7 standard. Zernike orthogonal polynomials are employed to derive Zernike moment invariants (ZMI) of an image
as follows:

(5)
where
, and takes on positive and negative
even and
.
integer values subject to the condition
The Zernike polynomial is defined as
(6)
and the radial polynomial is

(7)

If only Zernike moments of order less than or equal to
are
can be approximated by
given, then the image function
(8)

The magnitudes of
are used for image matching and the
similarity between images is measured using the (Manhattan)
distance [24], [27]. In the case of hand-drawn sketched images,
is a binary image representing the outline of the query.
One obvious advantage of the use of binary functions is the
is a black and white
low computational complexity. As
sketch, computation is not required for every pixel. In fact, computation is dependent on the number of pixels in the sketched
query. This approach has been employed for SBIR in [27] and
shows better performance than the traditional two-dimensional
(2-D) Fourier transform method.
The MPEG-7 standard defines the edge histogram descriptor
(EHD) for texture characterization [28]. The distribution of
edges is not only a good texture signature, it is also useful for
image-to-image matching in the absence of any homogeneous
texture. This descriptor has been used for SBIR in the literature
[29]. A given image is first divided into 16 subimages (4 4),
and local edge histograms are computed for each subimage.
To compute the edge histogram, each of the 16 subimages is
further subdivided into image blocks. The size of each image
block is proportional to the size of the original image and
is assumed to be a multiple of two. The number of image

blocks, independent of the original image size, is constant
) and the block size is figured as
(
follows:
(9)
(10)
and
represent the horiwhere
zontal and vertical size of the image, respectively. Each image
block is then partitioned into four (2 2) blocks of pixels and
the pixel intensities, for these four divisions are computed by
averaging the luminance values of the existing pixels. In the
case of black and white sketch images, the luminance takes
only the value of one or zero. Edges are grouped into only five
classes: vertical, horizontal, 45 diagonal, 135 diagonal, and
isotropic (nondirectional), based on directional edge strengths.
These directions are determined for each image block using
five corresponding 2 2 filter masks corresponding to 2 2
subdivisions of the image blocks. If the maximum directional
then the
strength is greater than a threshold value
underlying block is designated to belong to the corresponding
for gray scale images
edge class. The default value of
is 11 and for binary sketches it is set to 0.
The histogram for each subimage represents the frequency
of occurrence of the five classes of edges in the corresponding
subimage. As there are 16 subimages and each has a 5-bin hisbins in the histogram is achieved.
togram, a total of
For normalization, the number of edge occurrences for each bin
is divided by the total number of image blocks in the subimage.
To minimize the overall number of bits, the normalized bins are
nonlinearly quantized and fixed-length coded with three bits per
bin, resulting in a descriptor of size 240 bits (see [28] for the details of the quantization process).
Won et al. [30] proposed efficient use of the EHD by extending the histogram to 150 bins. The extended histogram
is obtained by grouping the image blocks into 13 clusters
(four vertical, four horizontal, and five square clusters). Each
cluster contains four subimages. In addition to this semiglobal
histogram with 13 5=65 bins, another 5-bin global histogram
is computed by combining all 16 local bins. This results in
a 150 (80+65+5) bin histogram that is used for measuring
the similarity between images. The global and the semiglobal
histograms could be reconstructed directly from the local histogram at the matching time. Although the approach achieves
good retrieval performances in some applications [28], [30],
experimental results (Section IV) show that it does not exhibit
the rotation invariance property since it only considers five
predefined edge directions.
The angular radial transform (ART) descriptor is an efficient
tool to retrieve object information [9]. An ART-based descriptor
is adopted by MPEG-7 [28] as shape descriptor. The descriptor
can describe complex objects (consisting of multiple disconnected regions, such as trademarks) as well as simple objects.
As the descriptor is based on the regional property, it shows robustness to segmentation noise, e.g., salt and pepper noise.
By definition, the ART is a unitary transform defined on a
unit disk that consists of the complete orthonormal sinusoidal
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basis functions in polar coordinates. From each image, a set of
of order and is extracted using the
ART coefficients
following formula:
(11)
is an image intensity function in polar coordiwhere
is the ART basis function of order and
nates, and
that is separable along the angular and radial directions, i.e.,
(12)
In order to achieve rotation invariance, an exponential function
is used for the angular basis function
(13)
and the radial basis function defined by a cosine function
(14)
It can be shown that the magnitudes of the ART are rotation invariant [31]. The discrete ART coefficients of a gray scale
image can be found easily using a look-up table. Size normalization, ART transformation, and area normalization are applied
consecutively. In the first step, the size of the image is normalized by linear interpolation to a predefined width and height
(101 101). An edge detector algorithm such as the Canny edge
operator is subsequently used to obtain the size invariant edge
. The ART transformation is then applied to the edge
map
map. Finally, dividing each magnitude of the ART coefficients
) yields norby the magnitude of the first coefficient (i.e.,
malized ART coefficients that will be used for the similarity
measure.
The 2-D Fourier transform in polar coordinates is employed
for shape description in [32]. Its supremacy over the one-dimensional (1-D) Fourier descriptors, curvature scale space descriptors and the Zernike moments has been shown in [15].
In this approach, the polar shape image is treated as a normal
rectangular image and the 2-D Fourier transform is applied on
this rectangular image. This polar Fourier transform has a form
that is similar to the normal 2-D discrete Fourier transform in
Cartesian coordinates. Consequently, for a given shape image
, the PFT descriptor is obtained as follows:
(15)
, and
.
is the center of mass of the shape, and and are the radial
and angular resolutions. and are the th radial frequency
and the th angular frequency, respectively, selected for image
description. The above extracted Fourier coefficients are only
translation invariant [32]. The following normalization process
makes them scale and rotation invariant [33]:
where

(16)
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is the area of the bounding circle in which the polar
where
image resides. is the maximum number of angular frequencies
and is the maximum number of radial frequencies selected.
III. ANGULAR PARTITIONING OF ABSTRACT IMAGE (APAI)
The main objective of the method proposed in this paper is
to transform the image data into a new structure that supports
measuring the similarity between a full color image and a black
and white hand-drawn simple sketch.
The edge map of an image carries the solid structure of the
image independent of the color attribute. Edges are also proven
to be a fundamental primitive of an image for the preservation
of both semantics and perceived attributes [34]. Furthermore,
in SBIR, edges form the most useful feature for matching
purposes [11], [12], [14]. According to the assumption that
sketched queries are more similar to the edge maps, which
contain only the perceptive and vigorous edges, we obtain two
abstract images through the strong edges of the model image
and the thinned version of the query image. The proposed
features are then extracted from the abstract images.
A. Image Abstraction
The full-color model image is initially converted to a gray
intensity image by eliminating the hue and saturation while
retaining the luminance. The edges are then extracted using the
1 and Gaussian mask of size 9 using
Canny operator with
the following procedure for depicting the most perceived edges.
The values of high and low thresholds for the magnitude of the
potential edge points are automatically computed in such a way
that only the strong edges are retained. This improves the general resemblance of the resulting edge map and the hand-drawn
be the Gaussian
query. In order to depict strong edges, let
1-D filter and let be the derivative of the Gaussian used in the
Canny edge operator. Then,
(17)
is the 1-D convolution of the Gaussian and its derivative.
(18)
and
(19)
where
and
are the vertical
and horizontal edge maps, respectively. is the number of rows
and is the number of columns in the image . The notation
indicates matrix transpose. The magnitude of the edge points is
then obtained as
(20)
For efficient selection of the high and low thresholds, we make a
values and find the
64-bin cumulative histogram of the
minimum index in this cumulative histogram that is greater
than
, where denotes the percentage of nonedge
is an adequate choice for many
points in the image (
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Fig. 1. Effect of
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parameter on edge maps. (a) Model image, (b)

= 1, (c)

images). To retain strong edges of the image,
is selected as
is used for the low-threshold
the high-threshold value and
value in the Canny edge operator. is a parameter that controls
the degree of the strength of the edge points. Higher ’s lead to
a lower number of edge points, but more perceptive ones (see
Fig. 1). Consequently, the gray image is converted to an edge
image , using the Canny edge operator exploiting the above
automatic extracted thresholds.
For the query images, black and white morphological thinning [35] is applied to extract a thinned version of the sketched
image. This image, denoted as , shows an outline of the query
and contains the main structure of the user request. It contains
the spatial distribution of pixels similar to the strong edge map
of the model image .
To achieve scale invariance and robustness against translations in the space of query and model images, the following
normalization procedure is applied. First, the bounding boxes of
the images and are obtained. The area in the bounding box
pixels
of the comparable images are then normalized to
using a nearest neighbor interpolation. The proposed normalization of the images and then ensures scale invariance since
different size images are converted to predefined-size images.
Working in the bounding box of images lets the input sketch to
be located anywhere in the scanned paper. The resulting image
is called abstract image . It is the input to the following partitioning procedure.
B. Angular Partitioning

= 2, (d)

= 3.

Fig. 2. Angular partitioning splits the abstract image into K successive slices.

. To show this, let
denote the abstract image
after rotation by radians in counterclockwise direction
(22)
Then,
(23)
are the image feature elements of the
as
can express

for the same ’s. We

(24)

We define angular partitions (slices) in the surrounding circle
of the abstract image (see Fig. 2). The angle between adjacent slices is
, where
is the number of angular
can be adjusted to achieve
partitions in the abstract image.
hierarchical coarse to fine representations. Any rotation of a
given image, with respect to its center, moves a pixel at slice
to a new position at slice , where
, for
.
The number of edge points in each slice of is chosen to
represent the slice feature. The scale invariant image feature is
, where
then

where
is a modulo
subtraction.
indicates that there is a circular shift in the image feature
corresponding to the image feature
, representing
and
, respectively.
and
Using the 1-D discrete Fourier transform of
we obtain

(21)

for
. is the radius of the surrounding circle
of the abstract image. The feature extracted above will be circuradians
larly shifted when the image is rotated

(25)
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Based on the property
, the scale and rotation invariant image features are chosen as
for
. The extracted features are robust
against translation because of the aforementioned normaliza)
tion process. Choosing a medium-size slice (e.g.,
makes the extracted features more vigorous against local variations which are common in hand-drawn sketches. This is based
on the fact that the number of pixels in such slices varies slowly
with local translations. The features are rotation invariant due to
the Fourier transform applied.
Fig. 3 shows an image example, its 90 rotated version, corresponding abstract images before size normalization, abstract images superimposed with the APAI slices, and extracted
and
features. Experimental results (Section IV)
confirm the robustness and efficiency of the proposed method.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND EFFICACY EVALUATION
In this section, first, the similarity measurement and criteria
employed for retrieval performance assessment are discussed.
Then, the effect of different parameters of the APAI method is
investigated and finally comparative results, showing the degree
of rotation and scale invariant properties, are presented.
A. Similarity Measurement and Retrieval
Performance Criteria
The similarity between images is measured by the
(Manhattan) distance between the two corresponding feature
and
represent two different images
vectors. Suppose
and respectively. The similarity between image and is
the inverse of their Manhattan distance calculated as

truth images, counting the rank of the first retrieved image as
is assigned to each of the ground truth
one. A Rank of
is the total
images which are not in the first retrievals.
number of queries in the test. For example, suppose a given
query has ten similar images in an image database
. If an algorithm finds six of them in the top 20 retrievals
in the ranks of 1, 5, 8, 13, 14, and 18, then the AVR
, and NMRR
. Note
that the NMRR and its average (ANMRR) will always be in the
. Based on the definition of ANMRR, the smaller
range of
the ANMRR, the better the retrieval performance.
The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve [37], an
interesting analysis tool in two-class problems, is employed to
evaluate the ability of the system when no similar images to a
given query exist. To this end, queries with no similar images
in the database, in addition to queries with some similar images
in the database, are given to the system and the response of the
system which could be either 1) “there exist some similar images” or 2) “there exist no similar image” is logged. For different
threshold values, the true positive ratio [(TPR) sensitivity] and
the false positive ratio [(FPR) 1-specificity] are computed [38]
and the corresponding ROC curve is depicted.
One of the difficulties involved in achieving an ROC curve
for SBIR is the diversity in the range of the similarity measures.
To select an effective threshold for all queries, their distances
to the database images should be in a tantamount interval. In
order to overcome the problem, distance values are normalized
. More precisely, let
to be within the same range of
denote the Manhattan distance between and images. The
normalization is done as follows:
(31)

(26)
Recall and precision are well-known retrieval performance
measures. They are basically hit-and-miss counters. In other
words, the retrieval performance is based on the number of retrieved images which have similarity measures that are greater
than a given threshold. For more specific comparisons, however, we also need the rank information among the retrieved images. The ANMRR, which was developed during the MPEG-7
standardization activity, is a measure that exploits not only the
Recall and Precision information but also the rank information
among the retrieved images. It is defined in the MPEG-7 standard [36] as follows:
(27)
(28)
(29)
(30)
is the number of ground truth images for a query
where
.
, where GTM is
for all ’s of a data set.
is the rank of the found ground
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is the normalized distance.
and
are the minimum and the maximum distance values
of the query image to the database images according to the
corresponding feature vectors. Accordingly, the threshold for
computing sensitivity and specificity varies in the interval of
zero to one for all queries.
where

B. Effect of Parameter Variations
In order to evaluate retrieval effectiveness of the proposed
method and to test the effects of parameter variations on the
retrieval performance, a database of model and query images
was created and several experiments were conducted. The database is a collection of different model and query images called
ART-PHOTO BANK. Currently, it contains 4000 full color heterogeneous images of various sizes in the model part (500 in
groups of eight) and 400 sketches in its query part (100 in groups
of four). Images in the model part are a true-balanced combination of 250 art works, gained from the World Art Kiosk, California State University, and 250 real natural photographs from
set S3 of the MPEG-7 database. Each group contains eight similar images created by rotation in steps of 45 . This results in a
variety of scaled and rotated samples. Images in the query part
are hand-drawn black and white sketches similar to 100 arbitrary candidates from the model part and their rotated versions
(90 , 180 , and 270 ). This is to simulate different vertical and
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Fig. 3. (a) Image example and (f) the 90 rotated version. (b) and (g) Corresponding abstract images before size normalization. (c) and (h) Abstract images
superimposed with angular partitions. (d) and (i) Number of pixels in different slices. (e) and (j) Invariant features extracted using the Fourier transform.
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Fig. 4.

ANMRR measure of the APAI method with (a)

= 1, (b)

= 2, and (c)

= 3 for a varying number of slices and four different normalized sizes.
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Fig. 5. ROC curve of the APAI method showing the TPR and the FPR for different thresholds. The threshold (Thr) is applied on the normalized distance d (P; Q).

horizontal directions when posing a sketched query to the retrieval system. Sketches were drawn by different users and then
scanned with 200 dpi resolution. See Figs. 7–9 for some examples of the sketched and the model images. Note that here the
top similar images. ThereANMRR picks up the 16
fore, as each input query has eight (GTM) similar images in the
database, in the best case there are eight nonsimilar images in
the retrieval list.
The performance of the proposed method for various internal
parameters is evaluated using ANMRR measure. Different
levels of abstraction ( parameter) and different numbers of
angular partitions ( parameter) for several size normalization
parameter were tested. This is to determine which set is the
most suitable for SBIR. In our experiments we have chosen
for all s,
, and
.
Fig. 4(a)–(c) depict the resulting ANMRR for
, and
m respectively. In each part, four different size normalization
parameters with eight different numbers of angular partitions
, and
)
(corresponding to
were examined. Fig. 4(c), which relates to
, exhibits
the best results [generally, Fig. 4(c) exhibits smaller ANMRR
values than (a) and (b)]. Higher s were also examined (not reported here), but the results were worse than those in Fig. 4(b).
is due to the following reaThe optimum performance for
sons: 1) smaller s generate significant noise in the edge images
resulting in considerable variation among the abstract images
(see Fig. 1) and 2) higher s generate edge images, whereas essential information is lost, rendering the comparison with query
images ineffective.
yields the best results.
Normalizing the image size to
This is based on the fact that images in the database having an
than the other sizes (
average size closer to
, and
). Consequently, normalizing with this size
keeps more information in the abstract images and reduces the
adverse effect of normalization.

With smaller s (higher numbers of slices), the proposed
method exhibits better performance with the exception of
[see Fig. 4(c)]. The reason is that the system can capture
more details with a medium to small number of slices, but with
very small slices, the method loses the robustness against small
translations which always exist between abstract images and
the tinned sketched queries and consequently the overall per, and
formance degrades. Therefore,
are chosen as the system’s internal characteristics.
Fig. 5 shows the ROC curve of the system with the aforementioned parameters. The false positive ratio (FPR) i.e., 1-specificity, is obtained, posing 50 queries which have some similar
images in the database, using
(32)
where is the number of cases where the system says “there
is the number of cases where
exist no similar image,” and
the system says “there exist some similar images”. Similarly,
the TPR, i.e., sensitivity, is obtained posing another 50 queries,
which have no similar images in the database, using
(33)
where is the number of cases where the system says “there
exist no similar image,” and
is the number of cases where
the system says “there exist some similar images”. Threshold
values are set to 1 (lower-left corner) downward to zero
(upper-right corner) with the step of 0.1 on the normalized
. As it can be seen, the sensitivity of the
distance
proposed method is higher than its specificity. This comes from
the fact that rejecting queries with no similar images is easier
than finding similar images to a given sketched query.
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Fig. 6. ANMRR (average normalized modified retrieval rank) measure of different approaches based on (a) rotation invariance property and (b) scale invariant
property. The abbreviations stand for the following approaches: angular partitioning of abstract image (APAI), angular radial transform (ART), polar Fourier
descriptor (PFD), Zernike moment invariants (ZMI), histogram of edge directions (HED), MPEG-7’s edge histogram descriptor (EHD), and query by visual
example (QVE), respectively. The lower the ANMRR the better the performance.

C. Comparative Results
To compare the retrieval performance of the proposed method
with some other approaches within the literature, we implemented the following algorithms: 1) QVE as used in the QBIC
system [3], [16]; 2) HED introduced by Jain and Vailaya [22]; 3)
ZMI [24], [27]; 4) MPEG-7 EHD [28], [30]; 5) ART [9], [28];
and 6) polar Fourier descriptor (PFD) proposed by Zhang and
Lu [15], [32]. The aim is to show the degree of rotation and
scale invariance for these approaches. There are some other ap-

proaches for SBIR such as [10], introduced by Di Sciascio et al.,
but since they need image segmentation at the preprocessing
stage and the queries contain color and texture attributes, they
are not applicable to this study.
It is also notable that the initial input to the ZMI, ART, and
PFD methods is the thinned version of the sketched query and
the strong edge map of the model image. This is to eliminate
the adverse effect of color and texture diversity of the images
on these methods. Moreover, in order to create a uniform assessment situation for all methods, we ignore the quantization
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Fig. 7. Retrieval example 1: The top 16 retrieved images, in row order, when posing a sketched image (upper-left) with eight similar images in the ground truth,
NMRR = 0:2400.

Fig. 8. Retrieval example 2: The top 16 retrieved images, in row order, when posing a sketched image (upper-left) with eight similar images in the ground truth,
NMRR = 0:3600.

stage in the EHD and the ART methods. This will remove the
retrieval performance disadvantage of quantization for the EHD
and the ART methods.
All methods were tested using the ART-PHOTO BANK datain the HED method, resulting in a
base. We applied
70-entry feature vector. In the ART method, a 35-entry feature
and
, as recommended in
vector is achieved using
[28]. For the ZMI method, we used 36 moments as suggested in
[24], resulting in a 36-entry feature vector. For the EHD method,
was set to 11
desired num of blocks was set to 1100 and
(the default values) for the model images, and
was set
to zero for the queries since they are binary images. A 150-bin
histogram is obtained employing local, semiglobal and global
histograms. Furthermore, we followed the algorithm given in
[15] to obtain a 60-bin feature vector in the PFD approach. The
proposed APAI method (Section III) resulted in a 70-bin feature
, and
as the internal values
vector using
based on the discussion in the previous section.
(Manhattan) distance is used for measuring the
The
similarity between all image features, while for the HED
method a weighting factor of five for the global bins, as rec(Euclidian) distance
ommended in [30], was applied. The

was exploited for measuring the similarity between the PFD
features [15], and a global correlation factor was employed
for measuring the similarity between images in the QVE [16]
method.
Fig. 6(a) shows the results expressed by the ANMRR meafor all s,
sure. In our experiments, we used
and
. The results confirm that the proposed
method yields the best retrieval performance (lowest ANMRR,
i.e., 0.3070). The ART, PFD, and ZMI methods also show reasonable retrieval performance, i.e., 0.3589, 0.3908, and 0.3984,
respectively. These methods perform better under the rotation
test because their basis functions are designed specifically to be
rotation invariant. The basis function used in the ART method
[9] can efficiently capture the similarity among images as it
splits the image (in the transform domain) into radial and angular directions.
The retrieval performance of the HED method is in a moderate level (0.4801), because the bins in the edge direction histogram are shifted during image rotation; therefore, rotation invariance is hardly achieved in this method. Although histogram
smoothing is applied to overcome the problem [22], a better option might be a shift-invariant operator, such as absolute value
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Fig. 9. Retrieval example 3: The top 16 retrieved images, in row order, when posing a sketched image (upper-left) with eight similar images in the ground truth,
NMRR = 0:4200.

Fig. 10. FET and the SET for different methods. The vertical axis is discontinued, which shows that the search time for the QVE method is more than ten times
longer than for the other methods.

of the Fourier transform to improve the rotation invariance property for this method.
The retrieval performances of the MPEG-7’s EHD method
(0.5816) and the QVE (0.6713) method unfold their lack of a rotation-invariance property. The EHD method considers only five
predefined edge directions in local blocks which is inadequate to
achieve rotation invariance. The QVE method compares neighboring pixels in the corresponding image regions and ignores
global translation and rotation. Figs. 7–9 show three sets of retrieved images using the APAI method. For Fig. 7, the NMRR is
0.2400, and for Figs. 8 and 9, the NMRR is 0.3600 and 0.4200,
respectively.
We also tested the scale invariance property of the methods in
particular. All methods recruit size normalization, bounding box
limitation, and/or center of mass alignment to achieve the scale
and translation invariance properties. They exploit different nor-

malized sizes, for example, the QVE method normalizes im, the ART method to
, and the APAI
ages to
. In this experiment, we applied the origmethod to
inal 100 queries on a smaller database which contains 2000
full color images. This database includes the aforementioned
500 original images supplemented by scaled versions created
by three scale factors of 0.5, 1.5, and 2. Once again, we obtained the ANMRR of the seven different approaches for these
for all s,
, and
.
100 queries with
Fig. 6(b) shows the results. As can be seen, the ANMRR measure of the proposed method, and the QVE, MPEG-7’s EHD and
HED methods are acceptable (less than 0.5). The QVE method
shows the best retrieval performance in this test which confirms
that the method well tolerates size variation and local translation. However, as already explored, the method is not rotation
invariant and does not allow global rotations. It also needs more
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computation power than the other methods since it calculates
a global correlation factor between images, which significantly
slows down the matching process. The resulting ANMRR of the
other methods, i.e., ART, ZMI, and PFD, are high (more than
0.5). The reason seems to be that they concentrate on the rotation invariance property but are acutely sensitive to image size.
It is worthwhile to mention that all methods, except the QVE
method, generate a feature vector for each image. Therefore,
they can support indexing easily. The length of the feature
vector (feature space dimension) for the selected methods
are not exactly the same, i.e., 70, 36, 60, 36, 70, and 150 are
the vector length for the APAI, ART, PDF, ZMI, EHD, and
MPEG-7 EHD methods, respectively. On the other hand, the
QVE approach, which uses a correlation scheme for measuring
the similarity between images, cannot be used to generate
indices for the database.
Finally, the feature extraction time (FET) and the SET,
which are important factors for both the database population
phase (off-line) and the query processing phase (on-line),
were computed for the above methods. The average values of
FET and SET, using the ART-PHOTO BANK database, are
obtained using a PentiumIII, 1000-MHz machine and exhibited
in Fig. 10. The FET parameters for the QVE, HED, APAI,
and EHD methods are higher than for the ART, PFD, and ZMI
methods. The reason being that the edge extraction, which
is a time-consuming procedure, is only employed in the first
group and not in the second group. The SET parameter, which
deals directly with the comparison of feature vectors, shows
proportionality to the corresponding vector’s length with the
exception of the PFD and QVE methods. The PFD method
distance for measuring the
is the only one that uses the
similarity between features, which needs more computation
distance. The QVE method neglects feature
time than the
vector advantages and calculates the global correlation between
abstract images during the on-line phase. Therefore, its SET
parameter is the highest (187 Sec.). Note the discontinuity
in the time axis, which shows that the search time for the
QVE method is more than ten times longer than for the other
methods.
V. CONCLUSION
The APAI approach presented in this paper enables measuring the similarity between a full color model image and a
simple black and white sketched query. The images are arbitrary
and may contain several complex objects in an inhomogeneous
background. The approach deals directly with the entire image
and needs no computationally intensive image segmentation
and object extraction. Abstract images are defined based on
the strong edges of the model image and the morphologically
thinned outline of the query image. Angular partitioning of
the abstract image, using the Fourier transform, is exploited
to extract features that are scale and rotation invariant and
robust against translation. Experimental results, using the
APAI approach and the ART-PHOTO BANK as the test bed,
show significant improvements in the ANMRR measure and
rotation tolerance over six other well-known approaches within
the literature. Individual tests on scale invariance were also

conducted and showed that the proposed method has better retrieval performance than five other approaches. While the QVE
method exhibits the best tolerance for scale variations, its computational time is the highest (i.e., more than ten times longer).
The proposed method depicts good retrieval performance in
both rotation and scale tests, while it relies on reasonable
feature extraction and SETs. The proposed intuitive user interface allows the user to interact with the system through a
rough hand-drawn sketch without concern for precision, scale,
orientation, or color. The pattern-matching capability of the
system facilitates search and retrieval as well as other possible
applications such as distortion measurement, drawing skill
training and new generation system–man interfaces.
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